WOBBE FEENSTRA
PRODUCTION MANAGER AT VEZET

“WITH A CHANGEOVER
TIME OF LESS THAN
5 MINUTES WE RESUME
PRODUCTION IN THE BLINK
OF AN EYE.”

Vezet in Warmenhuizen (North Holland) is the largest fruit- and vegetable processing company in
Europe. Salad bowls, vegetable mixes, fruit salads, pizzas, ready meals; Vezet makes more than
350 different products for the fresh food departments of supermarkets and other providers of
fresh and healthy foods. More than hundred years ago, Vezet started selling sauerkraut. Today the
company processes 1,5 million kilos of raw materials per week. Vezet is European market leader in
fresh cut vegetables and highly values hygiene, sustainability and quality.

CAS E STORY

THE JASA SLEEVER INCREASES
PRODUCTION OUTPUT

After working with the JASA sleever for a couple of weeks it
became clear that we’d already achieved huge gains in our
production time. With a changeover time of less than 5 minutes

The assortment of ready to eat meals in trays with a
sleeve has grown significantly in recent years. “The wide
variety within this product group has a big impact on our
production” says Wobbe Feenstra, product manager of

we resume production in the blink of an eye.”

THE JASA SLEEVER INCREASES
PRODUCTION OUTPUT

this department at Vezet. “We have to change the sleeves
very often and although it is a relatively simple process

Piet Pannekeet, founder and director at JASA, explains:

– we place a pre-folded and pre-glued sleeve around a

“We designed the sleever by going back to basics: how to

sealed tray – on a daily basis we lose a lot of time with

combine easy operation and short changeover times. Actually

changeovers. On our current machines each changeover

from a financial point of view: how do I get as many production

easily takes 30-40 minutes. Reducing this loss of production

hours as possible from my machine at the end of the day.

time was our highest priority when choosing a new sleever.

After evaluating several concepts, we realised everything

Other important issues are hygienic design, easy operation

stands or falls with ease of operation and speed. We achieved

and the speed of packaging. Obviously the quality levels

this by making the sleever cassette the heart of the machine.

of service and maintenance are important criteria too.

Every sleeve has its own – custom made – cassette.

We cannot afford unwanted downtime and we have positive

While changing the cassette, the width of the tray guiding

experiences with JASA. We’ve been working with JASA

system is automatically adjusted through the auto tracking

equipment since 2003, such as the lines for weighing and

system. Within 5 minutes the entire machine is changed from

filling fruit pots.”

one set of trays and sleeves to another. This shows how a

OPERATING THE JASA SLEEVER
IS VERY EASY

straightforward problem-solving approach brings the best
solutions. Which is something that we – and as the founder of
JASA I say this proudly – are good at.”

After comprehensive testing, the choice for JASA was made.

JASA Packaging Solutions stands for innovation, quality and

The JASA sleever meets all requirements set by Vezet

flexibility in packaging machinery. We specialize in developing

and because the machine is very compact, it can easily be

and manufacturing vertical packaging machines, sleevers

integrated into the existing lines. Wobbe Feenstra:

and complete weighing and packaging lines. Producers and

“ We especially like how easy it is to operate the machine.

packers of all kinds of food products around the globe trust

While changing from one sleeve model to the other, we don’t

our expertise, for more than thirty years, 24/7.

have to make complicated or time consuming adjustments.
Changing the sleever cassette and selecting a different
program suffices.
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